
MAKE YOUR WAY TO US

Narendra Bhawan Bikaner is composed of Narendra Singhji’s memories from his travels to 
destinations near and far. Unconventionally curated, the Bhawan organically grew into a snapshot of 

the life of its original resident who upon spreading his wings was subconsciously casting a new modern 
identity for himself much like that of his mother country.

BY ROAD

Jodhpur - 249 km - 4 hours
Ajmer - 273 km - 5 hours
Jaisalmer - 312 km - 5 hours
Jaipur - 334 km - 6 hours
Delhi - 458 km - 9 hours

Bikaner is connected by air, road and train to some of the major cities of India
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BY AIR

Bikaner Airport - 19 km
Jodhpur Airport - 253 km
Jaipur Airport - 348 km
Delhi - 1 hour 30 minutes
Mumbai - 2 hours 15 minutes

BY TRAIN

Jodhpur - 4 hours 25 minutes
Jodhpur Jammu Tavi Express
Jaipur - 6 hours 30 minutes
Leelan Express | Kota SGNR Express
Delhi - 7 hours 05 minutes
Duronto Express | Bikaner SF Express



LIFE AT THE HOTEL

DINING
Gaushala 
An exciting menu of petite collations and deliciously blended cocktails.

Pearls and Chiffon
A curated wine list, table-side preparations, and ti�n lunches.

Mad Hatter - The Bake House
Traditional confectionary and baked goods.

Literally Literary
A magical pairing of food with excerpts from 7 literary classics.

The Crescent Grill and Dinner
Mughal cuisine of Bikaner, lovingly served in crescent shaped thalis.

Museum Dinner at the Night Room
A recalibrated menu at the kings table with renditions of culinary history.
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WELLNESS

Clinic - The Spa 
The spa at Narendra Bhawan Bikaner is an entirely innovative concept based 
on the holistic and gently persuasive power of flowers and plants to heal the 
body, mind, spirit.

Gymnasium
State-of-the-art weight training and cardiovascular equipment.

The Pool
On the top most floor it looks out onto the horizon and o�ers great vantage 
views of the city - both old Bikaner and the new. The space transforms at 
twilight and takes on a mantle of celebration with starlit skies, live grills and 
party music.

ACCOMMODATION

Residence Room (63) - 330 sq. ft.
Comfortably appointed, the Residence rooms are a tribute to the eclectic 
tastes of the household. Light and fresh, these rooms are a calm sanctuary set 
apart from the hyper-activity of the city.

Prince Room (8) - 530 sq. ft.
The young prince on the threshold of maturity designed his apartments to 
reflect his growing leanings towards a western lifestyle. Featuring luxe 
velvets, English prints, glittering mirrors and mosaic, the Prince rooms 
reflect a youthful exuberance that underpins these glamorous living quarters.

Regimental Room (3) - 634 sq. ft.
The Regimental rooms reflect a ceremonial order that appealed to the 
military man who became king. The rooms are thoughtfully curated with art 
and objects, and a rich colour palette that adds warmth and comfort to these 
stately rooms.

India Room (3) - 530 sq. ft.
The India rooms are quintessentially Indian but fashioned for the 
cosmopolitan traveller such as yourself. Curated primarily in Indigo - the 
symbolic colour of this nation, these rooms are a cocoon where ease and 
contentment are accentuated.

Republic Room (3) - 730 sq. ft.
The Republic room are dramatic rooms where strong confident lines and a 
colour palette in steely blue and concrete grey suggests a very contemporary 
conclusion. Chic to the core, this is an architects’ room inspired during an 
era when the great architects of India, stalwarts in the imagination of the 
public, created spaces that were startlingly new.



EXPERIENCES & EXPLORATIONS

EXPLORATIONS

Merchant Explorations 
‘The Bikaner of my ancestors thrived due to its prime location along the 
caravan routes between western and central Asia. Enriched by this bountiful 
trade the nobles and the merchants of Bikaner built palaces, havelis and 
temples in red sandstone that stand pristine to date.’

Let’s experience this living material heritage carved in stone. A chaperoned 
walk through the city is a must. 

Royal Explorations
Bikajee Ki Tekaree – Laxminath Temple – Sadul Museum - Lalgarh Palace – 
Laxmi Niwas Palace – Royal Cenotaphs at Devi Kund Sagar.

‘Come experience a guided exploration of my beloved Bikaner with an 
introduction to its 500-hundred-year-old story, an abundance that is 
graciously transcribed in its palaces and lovingly preserved in museums. 
History you see, lives in every nook and corner of this ancient city.’ Take a 
tour of the palaces that are truly unique, and the fort that is both magnificent 
and fascinating. These historical storehouses are amongst the best this 
country has to o�er.

CULINARY

White Nights of the Rajput 
Maharaja Narendra Singh ji of Bikaner visited the Darbari lake to satiate his 
passion for hunting. The white canopies are decorated with blinking soft 
white lights and the lanterns cast a glow to the atmosphere. The picture 
becomes complete when you sit down on a low mattress style seating against 
the backdrop of the Darbari lake with the flutist plays gentle music for a 
complete private experience. To add to the delight, our seasoned chef and 
the hospitality team serve subtle delicacies and fiery flavours under the 
starlit sky, a true feast for the kings.

Sundowners
“After a long day attending to my dear guests, as well as the papers that 
concern both my business and philanthropic enterprises, I look forward to a 
gloriously gratifying drink and convivial chitchat with my friends as we head 
out and drive into the hinterland of my beloved Bikaner.” 

As paradoxical as it may sound, deep in the heartland of the Bikaner desert, 
in secret enclaves between rocky escarpments are found acres of soft green 
pastures and lush oases, mystifying the eye and delighting the spirit. It is 
here that we find ourselves far away from the bustle of people in pristine 
settings that are almost biblical, celebrating our legendary Narendra 
Bhawan sundowners.
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